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NEWSLETTER
Why? That's the most frequent question that people often ask us. What pushed us ahead
with the decision to leave everything behind and start this adventure?
When we were thinking about the National Civil Service, we expected to reach a country
characterized by many difficulties, with the hope to give our contribute and being repaid
only by discovering a new culture, for us still unknown but extremely fascinating.
We arrived during the monsoon season in the Kathmandu's jungle, surrounded by muddy
streets and free electric wires, we had to reconsider most of our habits. Everyday we
press the switcher without being sure
that the light bulb will turn on, we enter
the shower without knowing if at least
some cold water will come out, we are
woken up at five o'clock in the morning
by the noisy bells of the Ganesh's
Temple next to our house, we take a
ride on very old buses whose drivers
scream the name of the stations; these
and many others are small gestures
that we thought strange at the beginning and that now, instead, constitute
our daily routine.
In this context we have started our activities in the local centres as children at their first
day of school, but this time we were thought to be the teachers!
We are involved in six local centres; three of them are private and semi-private schools,
two are centres for kids with mentally disability and the last one is CCN, Campaign for
Change Nepal, our hosting organization. Here we take part in awareness projects and
humanitarian programmes for the local communities; for this reason CCN is the bridge
between us and the centres.
In the schools we have been assigned to different
classes, with students aged from eight to fifteen.
Our daily toolbox includes a wide range of techniques, among which creative and lateral thinking,
frontal lessons and group brainstorming, multimedia
approach, games and roles plays. The subjects vary
from English grammar to photography, from geography to story telling, from social studies to music and
sport activities.
In the centres for disabled kids we work as educators, taking care of the children and

trying to meet their needs. Everyday we play with the kids until we all gather for the
national anthem, the prayers and gymnastic exercises. We later conduct short lessons on
simple issues (numbers, colours, geometrical shapes, English and Nepali alphabet, etc.)
and recreational activities designed to achieve learning (games to develop memory, drawings, group exercises, etc.). Recently we introduced hygiene practices like hand-washing
and a tooth-brushing session after lunch.
Teaching in a Nepalese school
means being in front of 30 children
on more per class, all from different
ages and backgrounds, that scream
your name and jump continuously
never responding to your "requests"
for silence.
It means to deal with teachers who
still use the wand and are still afraid
of strangers. It means to spend the
day in small empty and dirty rooms in
the company of non-domestic
animals. It means having everyday to deal with the indifference to the problems of children, whether they are disabled, orphans or coming from the more wealthy classes.
Teaching in a school in Nepal means also to learn. Learn how to find in every available
object a precious resource, how to use creativity to translate our knowledge into small
discoveries for a class, how to communicate in a different language made of smiles and
games, how to recognize on your dirty T-shirt the caresses and kisses of children; our
memory goes back to our childhood to remember the value of the things that we had and
enjoyed; but above all teaching here means to learn to appreciate the diversity.
And so, "going to school", we discovered the beauty of a city of a thousand scents and
colours, where diversity is a constant value and where now we can no longer feel foreigners.
These are our answers to the original question: why? Four months are missing but we
already have the certainty to be plenty rewarded for what we left.
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